
 

 

Eliminating barriers to global access to life-sustaining 
medicines for people living with HIV/AIDS 



 

 
  

The Health Global Access Project (Health GAP) is an action-oriented advocacy group created in early 
1999 by U.S.-based AIDS and human rights activists, public health experts, fair trade advocates, and 
concerned individuals. We are dedicated to eliminating barriers to global access to affordable life-
sustaining medicines for people living with HIV/AIDS as key to a comprehensive strategy to confront 
and ultimately stop the AIDS pandemic. We believe that the human right to life and to health must 
prevail over the corporate interests, excessive greed, and unjust patent laws. 
 
Today, Health GAP’s work spans four continents bringing together thousands of community-based 
activists and people living with HIV/AIDS to advocate for increased funding, accountability, and 
support for services necessary to turn the tide against AIDS. Health GAP is an experienced leader in the 
global AIDS movement and works with many partners to develop and implement effective advocacy 
campaigns that win real changes for poor people and people living with HIV/AIDS around the world. 

W H O  W E  A R E  

 
  

W H A T  W E  D O  

Health GAP exposes the barriers that people living with HIV/AIDS throughout the world face when 
they try to access treatment, and then fights to ensure that they have that access. Our campaigns 
generally focus on one of four programmatic areas: 
 

• Global AIDS Funding: Health GAP works to ensure that the U.S. PEPFAR initiative 
and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria are fully funded to 
provide universal access to life saving treatment and that they are responsive to people 
with HIV.  

 
• Access to Affordable Medicines: Health GAP fights to ensure that intellectual property 

rules, trade agreements and corporate interests do not prevent people with HIV from 
receiving affordable medicine of assured quality. 

 
• Expand Health Care Capacity:  Health GAP works to greatly expand the health care 

workforce so that treatment for HIV/AIDS and other health conditions can be 
expanded, while opposing IMF policies that restrict countries’ ability to spend 
resources on health. 

 
• Leadership Development: Health GAP trains hundreds of people in the U.S. to speak 

truth to power to ensure that our country provides the resources needed to end AIDS.
We also work to amplify the voices of people in less resourced countries, helping them 
to confront world leaders. Health GAP has developed partnerships with four groups in 
the global South and three groups led by people with HIV in the U.S. 
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SELECTED 
PRESS 
  

      PAST CAMPAIGNS  
 

AIDS DRUGS FOR AFRICA 
In a series of disruptions of Al Gore’s presidential campaign 
announcement and subsequent speeches, protestors called attention 
to the pivotal role Gore had played in using threats of trade 
sanctions to protect pharmaceutical interests and prevent HIV 
positive South Africans from obtaining lifesaving drugs. 

P A S T  W O R K
 

When Health GAP was founded in 1999, the idea of affordable treatment in developing countries was 
dismissed as impossibly utopian. Since then, Health GAP has been a principal player in the effort to 
make equitable global access to treatment and care for HIV/AIDS a reality. 

 

 

’08 STOP AIDS CAMPAIGN 
In the midst of the historic 2008 U.S. Presidential elections, 
Health GAP led and organized a campaign to ensure that 
funding for PEPFAR would increase. As a result of our 
organizing throughout the U.S., Congress reauthorized PEPFAR 
at $48 billion over 5 years – 50% more than President Bush 
requested. 

KENYA NATIONAL AIDS STRATEGY 
Health GAP worked with Kenyan organizations to shape the 
Kenya National AIDS Strategy and the PEPFAR Partnership 
Framework. As a result we won a four-year commitment to 
increase domestic health financing by 10% annually, hire 6,000 
new nurses, 1000 new lab techs, and 75,000 more community 
health workers — and ensure workers are paid a living wage.

 

HANDS OFF OUR MEDICINE CAMPAIGN 
Health GAP mobilized its teams in Africa to fight against 
harmful free trade agreements, such as the agreement between 
the European Union and India that will block access to 
treatment. 
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MORE PRESS   

     CURRENT CAMPAIGNS  
 

ROBIN HOOD TAX CAMPAIGN 
Health GAP is playing a leading role in a broad coalition 
advocating for a Financial Transactions Tax (FTT) , which would 
attach a tiny tax (up to .5%) on transactions such as swaps and 
derivatives. If implemented, the tax could raise $350 billion a year 
for AIDS treatment and prevention, job creation, climate change, 
and more. 

C U R R E N T  W O R K
 

Health GAP is currently leading a number of highly visible, multi-year campaigns to expand access to 
AIDS treatment and prevention, while also continuing to support the leadership development and 
training of activists around the world.   

 

 

LEARN, FIGHT, LOVE ALLIANCE 
Health GAP is working to promote David France’s widely-
acclaimed documentary, How to Survive a Plague, which tells 
the story of the AIDS movement through the late ‘80s and early 
‘90s. Through screenings, discussions, and promotion of the 
film, Health GAP is raising critical awareness and engaging new 
activists in the fight to stop AIDS. 

 

STUDENT GLOBAL AIDS CAMPAIGN 
Seeing the passion among students to get involved in the fight to 
stop AIDS, Health GAP is helping to catalyze the growth of a 
new generation of AIDS activists at 25 chapters on high school 
and college campuses across the United States. 
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INCREASING DOMESTIC HEALTH FINANCING 
In addition to pushing for the implementation of a FTT and 
ensuring strong commitments from the U.S. government at the 
2013 Global Fund replenishment meetings, Health GAP is working 
to win massive new domestic financing for health and AIDS from 
highly impacted countries themselves with a strategic focus in 
Kenya and Uganda. 



 

 

Health GAP’s staff brings together extensive organizing experience and political advocacy leadership 
with a critical understanding of global health issues. Many of our staff members have been working at 
the forefront of the global AIDS movement since the beginning, and these lived experiences have forged 
deep personal commitments to health and social justice. 

 

 

Paul Davis, Director of Global Campaigns: 
Organizer with two decades of experience working to make institutions more 
accountable to poor people and people living with HIV/AIDS. Recipient of 
2008 Keith Cylar Courage Award from Housing Works. 

Jennifer Flynn, Managing Director: 
Co-founded and led NYC AIDS Housing Network. Taproots Fellow at 
Center for Community Change; Masters from New School for Social 
Research. Named one of the leading 25 LGBT AIDS Activists in 25 Years 
by HIV Plus Magazine. 

Matthew Kavanagh, Senior Policy Analyst: 
Extensive experience working with social-movement organizations in the 
US, Latin America, and Southern Africa. Previously Global Campaigns 
Director at RESULTS. Masters in community organizing from Harvard 
University.  He is a Ph.D. student at UPenn. 

Asia Russell, Director of International Policy:
Leader at ACT UP Philadelphia with over twenty years of experience in 
AIDS movement. Served as the North America NGO representative to the 
Global Fund’s Board of Directors from 2007 to 2009. Recipient of 2008 
Keith Cylar Courage Award and 2011 John M. Lloyd Leadership Award. 

Michael Tikili, Community Organizer: 
Community organizer and leader at Queerocracy. Bachelors in Psychology 
and Neuroscience and MBA from Duke University. Listed on the 2012 Poz 
100 for his activism and community organizing. 

O U R  S T A F F
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As a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, Health GAP’s tiny but talented staff all perform multiple duties, 
serving as experienced organizers, advocates, technical editors, researchers, media liaisons, civil 
disobedience participants, coordinators and coalition builders. Our overhead costs are minimal, with 
over 85% of our budget going directly towards our program work. 
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F I N A N C I A L  E F F I C I E N C Y  

 

F U N D  H E A L T H  G A P  

We are currently seeking donors and funding partners to support our upcoming work. Key program 
areas we are seeking funding for include supporting our global advocacy work in Kenya, Uganda, 
Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Malawi; our work with the Student Global AIDS Campaign; our 
continued advocacy on increasing funding for the Global Fund;  and general programmatic expenses. 
 
Please contact Jennifer Flynn for more information: 
Phone: 212-537-0575 x 3 
Mobile: 917-517-5202 
Email: jflynn@healthgap.org 
EIN (Tax-ID): 20-5053765  

FY 2013 Budget 

Administrative $44,934 

Fundraising $26,750 

Programs $410,605 

TOTAL $482,289 

Administrative 

Programs Fundraising 
 

 

 

 

B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S
Brook Baker (Boston, MA, USA): Brook 
is a Law Professor at Northeastern School 
of Law and is Health GAP's Policy 
Analyst. 
Sean Barry (NYC, USA):  Sean is the 
Director of the Voices of Community 
Activists and Leaders (formerly the NYC 
AIDS Housing Network), the nation's only 
membership organization comprised and 
led by low-income people living with 
HIV/AIDS, people who were formerly 
incarcerated and former and active drug 
users.  Sean has worked with CHAMP, 
Campaign to End AIDS and Global 
Justice/Student Global AIDS Campaign. 

Aaron Boyle, Treasurer (NYC, USA): 
Aaron is a high school teacher in 
Bushwick, Brooklyn, a member of ACT 
UP NY and a fomer Peace Corp volunteer. 

T. Richard Corcoran (NYC, USA):  
Richard is the President of Alouette, a 
company based in Brooklyn, NY.  T. 
Richard has been on the programme board 
of UNAIDS. 
Jose de Marco (Philadelphia, PA, USA):  
Jose is the founder of Proyecto Sol 
Filadlephia, and is an active leader and 
long-time member of ACT UP 
Philadelphia. 
Dazon Dixon Diallo (Atlanta, GA, USA):  
Dazon is a long-time activist for women's 
rights.  She is Executive Director of Sister 
Love in Atlanta , Georgia and South 
Africa. 

Alice Kayongo (Kampala, Uganda): Alice 
is an HIV/AIDS Policy Advisor to MSF 
France working in Uganda. She has 
worked with community based 
organizations in Kampala such as 
UCOBAC. 

 Amanda Lugg, Chair (NYC, USA): 
Amanda is Director of Advocacy or 
African Services Committee in Harlem, 
NYC.  She is a board member of Queers 
for Economic Justice.

 Sharonann Lynch (NYC, USA):  
Sharonann was an original staff member 
of Health GAP and is currently an 
HIV/AIDS Policy Advisor to the Nobel 
Prize winning organization, Doctors 
Without Borders/Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF). 

Eustacia Smith, Secretary (NYC, USA): 
Staci is Program Director of the Ben 
Michalski Residence, providing 
supportive housing for formerly homeless 
people living with AIDS in NYC. 
Founding member of Health GAP, 
member of ACT UP NY, and former 
member of Fed Up Queers.

Graziela Tanaka (Sao Paolo, Brazil): 
Graziela is the Director of Mobilization at 
Idec - Instituto Brasileiro de Defesa do 
Consumidor. She was the Brazil 
campaigner for Avaaz.org and has been a 
community organizer for the NYC AIDS 
Housing Network. 

Davis Njguna (Nairobi, Kenya):  Davis is 
the Board Chair of NEPHAK, one of the 
most important grassroots groups lead by 
people living with HIV/AIDS in Kenya. 

 

Rob Weissman (Washington, DC, USA):  
Rob is the President of Public Citizen. He 
is the former director of Esstential Action 
and the editor of Multinational Monitor.  
He was an attorney with the Center for 
Responsive Law. 

Jennifer Flynn (NYC, USA):  Ex Officio 


